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Columbine 1
Mia Bathke
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winter
Foley Van Lieshout
maybe it’s my going to bed too late, maybe my bed kisses the wrong wall
when i wake and my feet don’t touch my floor right, maybe the way i
brush my teeth hasn’t been fixing my smile, (flight from physical
altercation), but the past days are not days they’re daze
it’s hard to keep all my selves together. hard to remember how this
person wants me to react and how this woman wants me to smile when
she says her own name and how you want me to reach out and touch
your jacket. hard to keep it all straight, oh, making myself a joke here.
it’s overwhelming, i find, because when i started putting my love in
the right places, when i made my heart a boarding house with a few
less crowded rooms and i said “please won’t you let me let you in”, i’m
absorbing so much more energy now. it’s hard because my dopamine
receptors are clicking like the heel of my boots, and i keep finding myself
smiling when before i’d be stone faced, and when you don’t call i don’t
cry, and when you don’t laugh i don’t care why
there is no natural outlet other than to love them harder, to love them
more fully, to say yes to myself and to my loved ones and to say no to my
loved ones and to say no to myself, and i found myself almost
crying today because my highs are so high that it’s hard to come down,
it’s so hard to come down from you pulling me into a hug or having a
new shared joke or getting to talk to someone without my anxiety like a
second heartbeat or like introducing myself because i know you want to
know me
i am overwhelmed
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For Him
Tina Schrage
Dear his heart:
Let me inside the walls you’ve
hidden behind for so long,
The walls you say are for his protection
because of other’s actions.
I mean for no harm to come to you
for as long as I reside within
your walls.
Let me explore the hallways of past
lovers and fallen friends,
Grant me the privilege of knowing
what has hurt him enough for
you to hide,
And I promise history will not repeat.
I’ll protect you to the best of
my abilities
But only if you would allow me to do so.
Dear his mind:
Let me in on the secrets of his
wants and needs,
His thoughts that run rampant and the
rhyme and reason as to why he
wears a facade.
You are not to blame,
this I know,
But you are the maze that his thoughts
get lost in and why his thoughts continuously
haunt him.
Let me off you the same protection I offered
his heart,
Because you and I both know I won’t
use his thoughts against him.
I am not like the others,
this I can swear.
But your judgement is your own and I
will wait until you are ready.
10

Dear him:
I have done what you asked,
I have ventured to your heart and
requested entry with a promise
of protection.
I have traveled to your mind and
beseeched for the knowledge of your thoughts
with a promise of protection.
Both are aware that I am willing to wait and
intend for no harm to come,
But tell me the same thing I believe they
whisper to you constantly:
“Everyone promises something they can’t keep,
so why trust another?” And to this
I respond:
“Because my heart is protected like yours and
I wear the same facade your
mind has influenced.”
“Because I know what you are suffering
with more than anyone else, but my
mind and heart are begging for
a change.
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Some ‘new’ flannel
Caleb Rosenthal
I am dragged from my patio (I have a patio?)
into my neighbor’s backyard where I find
a courtroom filled with angry-looking hipsters
(okay, this is starting to make more sense).
They tell me “you are hereby condemned to
death for breaking protocol. Pick option one or two.”
Option one:
treading water, nine feet
deep with a vicious undercurrent,
your head tilted as far back as humanly possible,
the one inch of your face that needs to be above water
barely above water,
you die of exhaustion.
Option two:
lying face-down in
an inch of water, paralyzed,
the one inch of your face
that needs to be above water
entirely under water,
you drown
•
unable to move, my face buried in an inch of water...
a square inch or a cubic inch?
or is an inch of my face entirely
in an unspecified body of water,
the width and length unclear?
and when did this body of water
make it past security? did they
even give me formal authorization
to pass the checkpoint? how
will I get my parking validated?
... I find that they had already picked for me 		
what were who choosing...?
			
... I think we were picking out some ‘new’ flannel
12

Waves
Tess Bourbeau
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Ode to the Heating Pad
Kristen Bratonja
On days when I need some extra lovin’
I look to my steady flame, my hot date.
Always there for me, you curve to my form;
Gently caressing, you barely make me wait.
You soothe the ache riving within me,
Snuggling up nice and close, listening well.
When you’re turned on, and heating me up
I turn red, but it feels incredible.
My almost-constant companion,
I would cuddle with you anytime.
In the winter, your extra heat is a bonus,
And in sultry summer, you’re worth every sweat line.
I just hope the power doesn’t go out,
Or I’ll have to go another route.
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rope burn bliss
Dan Meyer
Language of Languages gets off on flame.
self-absorbed light
spitting filthy images on a loose-leaf stage.
don’t write you,
write the you in
writing you write!
silk-tie spectre and desperate bite
lost in porno-hunger haze.
(rejection sans replacement reeks
of teenage boys and kicking feet.)
days aren’t recorded in navel-gaze poetry;
real life and real sin are meant for letters
where pederast Allens lie in wait
while Allen Poes and cousins date.
shame lives and blooms in single rooms
under shaking pen and wrinkled hand;
straight-faced degrees, spoiled ego’s debtor.
Odes do not exist, marriages
born from one way Narratives
under white veils of winter
and orphaned belts on bedroom floors.
no more references to Books of Yore,
Language bound in kinks to Form,
no more jesus in our page;
rip flesh from spine, tweed-clad condor.
(god without Metered Words in time shrieks
of dusty pews and bearded lines with kicked-in teeth.)
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ORIGINS
Foley Van Lieshout
1. I was raised by many mothers. Two twins, my nanny. Loving aunts.
Grandmothers. Friend’s moms with hugs for hellos. All these women,
speaking the language of female love for me even before I learned to read.
Watching me with the wolf eyes that raised Rome.
2. The girls on my swim team all look the same to me at age eight. Long
legs, strong arms, washing their hair in the mutual team locker room. The
air is heavy with chlorine and coughing and laughter. I slip past some of
the younger girls to stand in the corner of the showers, watching. These
women all wear colored swimming suits. Their hair varies in length but
not in luster. They tease each other and laugh it off, the sound echoing
through our tiled hall.
At the swim banquet at the end of the year, we all shake our groove thang
to the pop music of the two thousands. One of the swimmers tells me,
“Nice moves, girl.” I blush with this compliment for weeks. It means more
to me than my “Spirit” award. It’s more captivating than my honorary two
slices of cake.
3. My nanny’s name is Nicole. She’s always at my house even when my
mom is there because she loves to be around me. She swoops in with
kisses, she sweeps my hair into pig and pony tails. She paints my toenails
pink. She tells me she loves me more than the whole entire world (and I
whisper that I love her that much back). Her body is proportioned perfectly to hold me- all hips. We swing around the kitchen, around the living
room and into the bathroom for a pre-bathttime dance. There are pictures
of the two of us in my baby blue tub, the bubbles in the water reflecting
our smiles. My hair is wet, and hers, long and bark brown, is dry.
When Nicole breaks up with her boyfriend, it is our house she retreats to.
My mother and I lie on the couch cradling her body, my feet in her lap,
my mother holding one of her hands. We are attached at the hips. I fall
asleep here to the rhythms of her body, her cracked breathing, her sweet
sobs.
Nicole stopped working for us when I was ten years old and we moved
our home base to Germany. After I came back, and when I visited her for
16

the first time, she crushed me into her body. It was almost as though she
was trying to fuse my body into hers. Two days later, I noticed this embrace had given me a bruise.
4. My mother herself is a gemini genesis: born as Irish twins. Her sister
Susan and she were born almost exactly one year apart. It’s a margin of
nine days. This qualifies them to be twins in the language of our ancestry
(the irish speak of birth in strange ways). The two of them could certainly
pass for the same person, but their personalities are like water and sky.
They reflect each other but never quite meet.
My mother: softness, laughter, street smarts, special needs education
teacher, mystery novels, stair climb champion, picky eater, former prima
ballerina. She smells like soap and origins. Her coloring is that of someone
exotic- I hate to use that word. But she’s been mistaken her whole life for
a foreigner- one time, a woman stopped and asked her “what nationality
are you?” and my mom never replied- and so I need that descriptor. I have
never been asked this question.
My aunt Sue is my hand twin, in a dual sense: our hands are exactly the
same size and shape and we have lived such similar lives that it’s almost
as if the fortune tellers have imprinted the same lines onto our palms. She
went to Madison and became a journalist, cultivating a lifelong love of
reading and writing. She joined the sorority I myself pledged. She loves
the same writing styles that I do and frequently sends me her favorite
books through the mail.
Sue’s house was the first place that I ever drank coffee, from a chipped
green mug salvaged from a garage sale. At 8:30pm we stood in her kitchen with wide eyes. I took a sip, spat it onto her spotless floor. Decaf was
wrong for me from the beginning. but she was there for the birth of my
caffeine addiction, and therefore can claim at least this part of me.
5. I am back to being a baby girl in a blue dress in the arms of my first
mother. She’s all I’ve ever needed. Over and over again I would ask her
to marry me as a child, and she would always say yes. I was obsessed
with her, with being held by her. My separation anxiety knew no bounds.
Until I was two the only people allowed to hold me were my mother and
when she was unavailable my father took over. Missy got a hernia and
still picked me up because we couldn’t stand to be apart from each other.
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We took naps curled up into each other as though I was still an extension
of her body, as though the birth she prayed for hadn’t happened yet.
When she sees me now, she is full of little touches, tiny beautiful things.
She’ll grasp my hand briefly and then drop it, smooth the hair from my
face, smile with all of her teeth in that joyous expression she only wears
for me. I visit my parent’s house and she tells me not to bring any clothes
home: “we can share.” We are the same shoe size, the same pant size, the
same bra size. Our bodies complete without each other, but cast of the
same mold. Our coloring is the only major difference. In that we are polarized: dark and light. The love runs strong through our same blood.
6. Women speak a language that almost has no words. It’s many gestured:
there are hugs, and hands held, and playful hip bumps. We play with each
other’s hair and talk about our feelings. We cry together. We laugh together. We are jealous and vengeful and bold. We link up, we sync up. We
figure ourselves out and cross the boundaries together.
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in threes
Caroline Granner
#1
my first hit single,
my wise old nursery rhyme,
my fondly remembered
thank you
even though i met you in the most tumultuous summer of my life
even though i barely recognize the girl i was when i was yours
you were the easiest
i think it was because we were never in love
and we did ourselves a favorwe never loved each other so we never had to
if i’m learning anything it’s that when a relationship ends
you have to wait a while for all the leftover love to go somewhere
with you, i never had to wait for that departure
so it’s that much sweeter when you arrive,
as my friend
so thank you
#2
my safe and serene,
my old journal,
my awe-inspiring
thank you
i remember the first day i saw you
so small and afraid, i returned home and frantically wondered
if i’d ever see you again,
if i’d ever get to know you
it’s almost comical how little i knew then
we went through everything together
even when we were ignoring each other, we were still right there
and we had our fair share of fights,
our not-speaking-to-yous
our flying words
19

but we were never really yelling at each other
i think we were just looking in the mirror
and trying to convince ourselves that this was wrong
that we were wrong
i think either of us would admit that when it was right
it was damn right
it was you bet your ass right
it was dance around my kitchen it was so right
after so long loving the idea of you,
after two years of waiting to be in the right place at the right time,
the second we met in the middle and loved each other was just right
and that took longer to leave me
at this point, i’m not sure if it ever will
after all this time, you are still the one
who springs “i love you” into my brain
at the smallest of things
they say lovers never meet,
they are always inside each other
and i think that has been us
i think we still have pieces of each other, and they’re mostly easy to hold
so i don’t mind having you in my life
and you never stay too far away
so thank you
#3
my song i never finished,
my maybe everything,
my lucky number three
i don’t even know what to say
i don’t know if i loved you
and i suppose if i’m not sure, then the answer is no
but in one stanza i can say “i never loved you”
and in the next breath the words are spilling out of me
i love you
i love you
i loved you
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i don’t know when or how it will stop hurting, at least a little
i suspect you’ll be like the first two and never really leave me
and i suppose that’s okay
i’m not sure if you’re thinking of me
or if you’ve moved forward
but i haven’t, so instead i’m looking back
i can’t tell at this point
if this is a bucket list on a napkin
or the obituaries page of the local paper
but, my number three,
no matter what,
you are the one i’ll read last
as i decipher my old handwriting
and try to decide what i have to thank you for

The haunting effects of blindly using a thesaurus
Caleb Rosenthal
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Baku
Tess Bourbeau
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Looking at the Moon (Thinking of One Far Away)
Jialun Yang
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Impeach
Kelsey Stalker
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Encaustic 1
Allison Wray
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Iris
Allison Wray
26

Shoreline
Tess Bourbeau

Ketchup with the Times
Aedan Gardill
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Dear Benevolent Reader
Allison Wray
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The Cure?
Kristen Bratonja
Some pains cannot be understood until they’re felt.
Blood stains are easy to ignore unless they’re yours
or someone you love’s. But listen to Roosevelt:
do what you can, with what you have, where you are.
You can love. You can recognize when someone
sheds their smile and listen to their why.
Consider this force, so much stronger than guns.
When others go low, world-changers go high.
Don’t forget who the real enemies are.
Hope is the hardest flame to keep alive,
so fuck despair and dare to love, live, go far.
Fight to stay brightly lit, hold onto it, and we will rise.
Inside, I am bleeding and bursting with fire un-quelled.
Outside, I am painted shutters and well.

drive-thru, defined
Dan Meyer
QUESARITO (noun): love in ten-cent hairnets,
watered-down sound over rain-soaked pavement
fluorescent pangs from now-hiring signs.
Blue exhaust dies in marketing moonlight
voices drift in with the smell of past-tense pints,
love affairs scrawled on bathroom mirrors in Maybelline slime.
see also: serotonin, customer loyalty;
warmth in worn menus gone weak in the knees.
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Muse
Satvir Kalsi
“I rhyme
To see myself, to set the darkness echoing.”
-Seamus Heaney, Personal Helicon
In a small town situated at the crux of a forked road there lies a
well. Disheveled old rocks bound by mortar tunnel deep into darkness.
Slate and cobblestone fork around its rotund edge, ebbing into streets and
alleys, bursting with bustling boots day and night. It was said the town
rose up around the well. Its origins are a mystery; some believed it was a
pagan wishing well, others thought it served as a gateway to a deep abyss.
Despite its mysteries, it goes largely unnoticed but on occasion a child or
some poor fellow without reprieve, knowing no better, saunters to its edge,
leans over, and peers into the dark. Either in a drunken haze or out of sheer
boredom, people found themselves unknowingly giving to the well. Some
yell or scream or laugh, only to be greeted with echoes while others throw
coins, only to be met with slosh-less silence. But what is gifted to the well,
is returned ten-fold with wisdom. Those who peer into the dark and reach
out with some semblance of their souls sleep to dreams abound with great
and magnificent works. New ideas, new worlds, and new frontiers open to
their closed lids. All their problems are supplanted by solutions; all remorse
is replaced with absolution. Euphoric and delighted, the sleeping sleep late.
But when woken, either by force or circumstance, their eyes open to see
nothing at all. Glazed white with cataracts, their eyes wake to a blackened,
abysmal world.
The condition was thought to have no cure until one day an 		
artist visited the town. Gazing into the well, he suffered a similar fate. That
night, worried he might never paint again, he contemplated jumping into
the well. Wanting to feel brush on canvas one last time, he began to paint
his penultimate expression. But as soon as his brush dipped into the thick
paint he found himself enthralled. He sloshed left and right and up and
down, giving birth to his masterpiece. As he grew close to completion, his
milky eyes began to clear, and he looked upon the canvas uttering these
words in a whisper: “betwixt the stars of my dark night, I have seen the
well of my inspiration.”
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Breaking and Entering
Kristen Bratonja
God says my body is a temple.
I would prefer my body to be a castle:
full of hidden passageways and rooms and history, and guarded by thick walls.
But even if you considered my body to be only a house,
a two-story with peeling paint, or hell, even just a rundown hut,
if a man broke into a real hut,
breaking and entering,
he would be punished more than if he had broken into me:
breaking and entering.
No Jesus stared at them when they broke into my temple,
my castle, my house, my hut (whichever image you prefer),
which seemed to make it easier for them to
pretend
believe
		insist
they weren’t doing anything wrong.
---The first swore he wouldn’t touch me
anymore
but my “NO”s did as much as screaming “YES”
he smothered
my “NO”s with his hands rubbing exploring me searching for weak spots –
an open window a key under a rug – and broke in
over and over.
The second was my best friend and I was unconscious
(still not sure whether it was simply my hut
and the faulty wiring within that shut me off
or the cokes he spiked with extra shots of 150-proof Bacardi
while my back was turned)
I woke up in the middle.
He dismounted and pretended nothing had happened. He left,
kissing me on the cheek.
I didn’t speak
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for 24 hours. I couldn’t. I had retreated to a dark, softly padded
corner of my mind, and my brain was troubleshooting,
a machine stuck repeating the same code –
and squeezing tears down my face, a side effect of trying to cool down
the overheating machine.
---He came to see me, (the second),
the pillaged temple, castle, house, hut, broken machine,
and told me he had asked – and I had said yes.
That he had asked
and I had said yes.
That he had looked
into my (closed) eyes,
asked my (unhearing) ears,
which I processed in my (shut off) mind,
and responded with my (unmoving) lips,
before he entered my (limp) body.
Then he tried to give me gifts.
The bribe offered to the victim the attorney the judge –
I chucked them back.
“Fuck You” exploded from my lips for the first time,
with such force he looked smacked,
and I left.
It was months later when he finally admitted he had lied –
he had broken into my unconscious body;
and been unable
to admit it to himself, or me.
---He called me a few months ago –
I didn’t pick up.
So he left a voicemail. He wants to become a priest.
I laughed.
----
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If he had broken into a temple,
a castle, a house, even a fucking hut,
		
broke into and entered,
he (they) would have been punished more
than he was for breaking and forcing his way into mine,
my temple my castle my house my hut ME:
breaking
		and entering.
Fuck You.
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Dogtooth Violet
Mia Bathke
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Autochthon, 2014
Holly Butterfield
Georgia suddenly came upon the conclusion that there was a ghost
in the hallway. This was an indisputable truth, she found, although she
could not think of how she had discovered this truth. In actuality, it was
not her own conclusion but one which had dropped from thin air into her
mind several afternoons ago and settled there, still dormant. Georgia had
been contentedly daydreaming in the sun-lit library of her parent’s home
when it burrowed into her brain, but she felt no ominous change. The
thought needed time to grow, and directed its unconscious host’s actions in
order to fulfill its fate.
As she stretched back in her chair, a strange compulsion came over
Georgia and her daydream abruptly ended. She found her eyes focused on
a thin paperback book wedged into the lowest shelf adjacent to her. It was a
cheap book of ghost stories, purchased in another decade. Without reason
or even cognition, she picked it up and opened it at the middle. The spine
cracked – it had never been opened. After the first page, the others came
and went ceaselessly until soon she had devoured the book in its entirety.
Each story satisfied the urge for horror, blood, and the 		
supernatural, an urge which Georgia was all at once craving. She prowled
the shelves to feed her compulsion, scouring her trophies for terrifying
detail. In the few hours she slept, she was haunted by every monster she
had read that day.
This routine continued the next day, and by the end of it, Georgia
had so filled her mind with these stories that she fully believed in them.
Her dreams were lucid; in them she walked slowly through the library, and
in every place she had removed a book of ghost stories a strange monster
was rooted. When she awoke, the dreams became dim and intangible.
It was in the library on the third day where the thought awoke in
her mind. In mid-sentence, her eyes trailed upward and stared, unfocused,
towards the door. There is a ghost out there in the hallway, she thought
(irrationally). The thought was the most powerful thought she had ever
conceived, and she felt compelled to prove it. Automatically, she rose from
her seat, replaced the book she was reading onto its shelf, and walked into
the hall where the ghost awaited her.
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Closed Circuit
Dan Meyer
The town of Burwell, population 4,016, deserved the tornado that tore
through it in late April, ripping up dry shingles and demolishing porches.
Dust had been settling in over dead cars and brown lawns for thirty years,
a dry spell that bore witness to eight tornados in other parts of the state.
Sighs of relief leaked out from basement windows when Burwell’s funnel
cloud touched down on the county highway. Normalcy was remade and
born again in splintered power lines and shuttered buildings. The storm
was even kind enough to make Burwell’s eyesore, Franklin Court’s drunken
cul-de-sac, look right at home alongside scraps of old barns and warped
oaks.
Franklin Court remains today a somber reminder of Burwell’s attempt at
modernization: five houses circling an asphalt ring, pierced in the center
by the husk of an aborted willow tree. All the houses were gathering
window-slime and yellowing weeds, but only one of them was empty when
the storm hit. The house with black trim and faint yellow siding had been
sold to a man nobody knew. He killed himself with a hunting rifle two
months after moving in. The other houses, each two stories with shuttered
windows and the low-slung shrugs of Victorian rooftops, were filled with
the Burwell outcasts who couldn’t find a home in the city’s sleepwalking
grid. Sitting across from each other at the neck of the asphalt ring were
two off-white houses, home to the Tillsons and Lily Havish. The Tillsons
used to have two boys until the older one was plastered across the grill of a
semi-truck as it cut through town in search of somewhere else to spend the
night. The other kid, Ben, stayed off the street and spent his free time
listening to his neighbor’s vapid recollections of better stories. Buried
deeper in the cul-de-sac are two more houses, the dead man’s house
peering across the willow at the chipped grey paint of the house where
the widow lived. Sarah Something; her husband had taken their married
name with him when his heart killed him in the middle of their driveway.
Even when she was younger, she hadn’t been one for going out, and the
advancement of retirement age eliminated the need to drift into Burwell
for anything other than groceries and mail. At the head of Franklin Court
sits an imposing house with pelted-metal roofing. The Bryants lived there,
although the father Harry had broken both of his legs in a car accident—
semi again—and was confined to a wheelchair on the front porch.
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The power outage lasted for several days after the storm hit and indoor
chairs popped up on outdoor porches, adopting the wet heat of the gulch
nearby. The dead man’s house sagged deeper in its foundation and only
broke the silence with sharp tacks from loose beams hitting floorboards.
The sound wasn’t too different from the noise that woke the neighbors up a
few years before the storm hit.
Lily Havish was a bagger at the grocery store in the middle of town and
was privy to all the information an octogenarian could ever need. (The
pastor drinks more than he used to. That woman with red, horn-rimmed
glasses buys a bottle of wine every Thursday but when she comes in with
their husband, they only buy beer. The barber likes wine.) The refrigerators
in the store had died out after the storm and confined Lily to the wicker
chair she usually reserved for warm summer nights. She looked to her left
and saw that young-bitch-widow Sarah dragging a wooden armchair with
velvet lining onto her front porch.
“One of my customers had a chair like that and it got ruined in the rain!
What you need is a wicker setup!”
Sarah responded with a muzzled acknowledgement of the words echoing
off the siding of other houses. Sound carried in Franklin Court and any
words spoken within the ring rattled around like bones in a burlap sack. A
few hours passed under the mottled-gray sky before Sarah responded.
“I don’t need wicker; I am not some country housewife. I like this chair just
fine and it’ll do to pass the time until the power is back on.” Both women
stared ahead at the crippled tree in the center of the court, clearing their
throat and listening to air gone dead in the dirge of cicada drones.
Sarah tossed an accidental glance in Lily’s direction. Mistakes don’t go
unnoticed in Burwell.
“I was putting a bottle of mouthwash—one of those real big blue ones—in
someone’s bag the other day and it reminded me of a story someone told
me back when I was younger. Apparently some mouthwash has alcohol in
it, enough to get you drunk if you try hard enough. Evidently some poor
soul couldn’t get their hands on liquor one night and gave it a shot. They
died and it was a few days before anyone found them, all sprawled out on
their kitchen tiles with the bottle still in their hand.” Lily remembered the
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time when Mr. Something had still lived in Sarah’s house. He wore a lot of
different suits and drove a nice car. The car was probably still in her garage
but she only drove that ugly green one. Two-car-rich-bitch.
Ben Tillson stared at the two wrinkly ladies on the other side of the cul-desac. He didn’t say much unless somebody asked him something. Even then
he didn’t say more than he had to. His older brother had always been the
talkative one and his mom and dad usually left him alone anyway. Lily saw
his green eyes peeping over the wooden porch railing of the Tillson house
and popped the veins of her neck out in tight white lines.
“You don’t go drinking mouthwash, alright? That’s bad! Stick to brushing
your teeth!”
Sarah heard the squeak of rubber on wood and recognized Harry wheeling
out onto his front porch. She had visited the Bryants for dinner when they
first moved in, but their house was still loud with the sound of children.
After the dinner she resolved to spend more time reading and appreciating
the free time she didn’t notice when she was married. She saw his helplessness spilling down over matching casts from vacant eyes. She remembered
the man who had lived in the house across the cul-de-sac, sitting on his
front steps with his head in his hands.
“Harry, has anyone told you when those county boys will be out to fix the
power lines? I don’t have any idea what to do.”
Harry’s thick eyebrows arched above thicker glasses. Since the accident,
his wife and kids had been getting along just fine without him. He didn’t
know anything about the power line but he wasn’t going to let that nice old
widow down.
“I think they’re coming the day after next! They’re making their way
around the area and we’re an afterthought compared to the buildings in
town. Hopefully it’s soon though, I can’t rebuild the ramp for my porch
without my power tools. I’m sure they’ll get here as quickly as they can!”
Harry’s words seeped into the humid air and stuck to the other houses. The
dead man’s house spat out a reply. The four guards of Franklin Court stared
inward at the dead willow until grey clouds darkened and night fell.
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The next day, Ben watched his parents leave and shuffled out to the front
porch. The other three grown-ups were still there. The older lady who
talked a lot was looking at the other lady, who was reading or doing
something while looking at her hands. The older lady was moving her lips
but wasn’t saying anything loud enough to be heard. Her mouth moving
without noise reminded him of his mom a few days after Luke ran into the
street. The man who looked like his dad was too far away to see what he
was doing. He thought he heard someone move inside the house next door
but he had never seen anyone go inside or leave. The loud old lady was
talking again.
“You said they’re coming tomorrow? That can’t come soon enough. I’m
missing out on all kinds of work and my customers probably miss me.
Harry, do you hear me?”
Harry had been staring at the mess of plywood that used to be his escape
route. He had built it after the accident but the storm brought a heavy
branch that turned it into firewood.
“Yeah, I hear you. I’m sure you’ll get back to work soon. Do you think the
workers will be pretty loud once they get out here? I’m the closest one to
the post now that the other house is empty and I’m hoping I won’t have to
listen to drilling and buzzing all day.”
Sarah’s book had built a wall between her and the drain-circling 		
conversation stretching across the asphalt. The book was terrible, 		
something she had started to read but never finished. It looked like an
intellectual book and made for great front-porch reading. She drew 		
attention to the cover by slamming it shut as she turned her attention to
Harry.
“I’m sure you’ll be fine. The cicadas will come back eventually so you’ll
have to enjoy the silence while you can.”
The rest of the day passed in pools of mud, the humidity returning to set
its weight on chicken-pox shingles. Silence reigned, broken only by the
hum of a car in the distance or the long, dramatic sigh that comes before
afternoon naps and theatrical page turns. Night made its way through the
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bleak air above and opened its dirty expanse of dull stars. The humidity
stayed overnight and bled into every corner of the yellow house with black
trim until morning brought a sterile heat usually reserved for deserts and
crematoriums.
Harry’s God answered one of his prayers. The County Electric truck,
nauseous yellow against desperate fields, broke into the ring of the cul-desac. Ben’s knuckles lost their color on the porch’s railing as the electrician
lifted his potbelly out of the driver’s seat. Eye contact was passed between
porch-dwelling observers as he scaled the wooden beam jutting out of the
damp earth. The breaker was about twenty feet off the ground, accessible
only through short wooden handlebars that jutted out from the post’s side
in erratic intervals. The sun was nearly overhead in a diluted-blue sky and
the fractured willow’s shadow was nonexistent. One of the handlebars
slipped and a crack shot out from the empty house as the ceiling fell to the
floor in a synchronized dive with the electrician. The post wasn’t that high;
his tools had scattered on the ground a few feet away from his new, 		
freakishly angular body. Lily’s eyes lit up with memories from the grocery
store.
“Watch out mister! A customer once came into the store with this great big
cast on his leg and said some breaks are worse than others! He was telling
me how they fixed it but I don’t remember how the rest of it went.” Her
mouth continued to shape the words of stories nobody heard.
Sarah stared at the bottom of a page in the intellectual book. Enough time
had passed. She toyed with the corner of the page, sighed, and turned to
the next block of text. Her eyes drifted, left to right, over a wasteland of
inarticulate thoughts about divorce and the human condition. Harry
turned his wheelchair in half-moons, grinding divots into exasperated
porch wood.
“I’d help you, but I can’t get down off this porch! As you can see I’m a little
impaired myself, but once my wife brings the kids home—they went to go
live with my parents until the power comes back on—she can call a doctor
for you! I’m here if you need to talk about anything or need a voice to listen
to, don’t you worry!”
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Ben sat down, the wooden porch spindles pressing into his back. He didn’t
want to see the truck man’s arm and leg anymore. They looked different
from the others. He plugged his ears to block out the noises from the man
on the ground.
The sun was climbing higher into the expectant sky and the humidity was
rising back up from the weary earth. The truck idled at the edge of the
asphalt crop circle, waiting to pass back into the clean lines of Burwell.
Inch by inch, leaving a shining ribbon of red behind him, the electrician
dragged himself to the dead willow at the center of Franklin Court and
waited for the shade to creep over him in the dull indifference of broken
sun.

Conceptual Map of Coldi
Kelsey Stalker
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If I led a cult of frozen raindrops
Caleb Rosenthal
Frosted shards from a frozen rain
unremittingly cling to a window,
now discovering ( “ ) the feeling of 1 ( ” )
degree Celsius, discovering how it feels to melt.
Many of these quickly liquefying pieces of
the sky’s icy-shrapnel begin to pray;
unwilling to accept destiny,
they hope that surface tension
somehow becomes more tense.
The remainder - those who
recognize the grim reality
of their fate - join a cult and
gather in solidarity
with each other at the bottom-left
corner of the window frame...
		
•
			

... If I were amassing followers for my own
cult of soon-to-be-melted casualties...

			“Act now! Discover the feeling of unity!
			
I will help you find your true calling!
			
I will help you accept your impending warmth,
			
help ease your conversion to fluid droplets, and
			
allow you to drip peacefully to the ground!” •
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...The murky glass window hesitantly trades its physical comfort for
tiny reminders of purpose, though, upon reflection, it remembered...
...that it really had no say in the matter, that
its purpose had been chosen for it,
deterministically.
Tiny fragments of
frozen rain - icy pellets
shotgunned from the
sky - having undergone a
spiritual transformation
seep from the window,as if it were bleeding,
or crying,- forming
a lifeless puddle
of grief and
solidarity
on the
concrete
sidewalk.
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Winterblumen
Nicole Crashell
They moved in yesterday; the people who settled them here are
gone, leaving phone numbers and an urge to call if anything happens, but
it’s hard to know what counts as happening here, in a little town sheltered
by the hills and buried not just in snow but its own muffling past. They
leave footprints when they step outside today.
It is not the first time the town has seen pinched faces, wide eyes,
one hand clasped tightly in another. The streets know the touch of faltering
feet. Even the storefront windows seem to recognize the sight of the pair
as they wander down the street, and glint in the afternoon sunlight as if in
friendly greeting.
All the shiny doorknobs watch as the woman slows, turns, stops.
One window has no display; she stares through the lightly frosted glass
as some sort of revelation breaks across her face. Beside her, the little girl
stamps her feet and her breath makes clouds in the air. She tugs on the
sleeve hanging down. They go inside.
What hits them first, the scent of the bread or the sound of the
music? It sounds grainy and golden, as if from a record player: donaj,
donaj, donaj, daj... The little girl starts bouncing immediately. Don’t touch
anything, her mother tells her, and lets go of her hand. She runs off at once.
The woman tucks her hands in her armpits and shivers, though
there is warmth here. She cannot shake the feeling that someone or 		
something is watching her, and though the sensation is not a new one, she
didn’t expect it to follow her all the way into her new life. But for once it is
not in her head—an older woman emerges from the back of the shop and
takes up her place behind the counter.
This new woman, she is like every other person they have met so
far in this country: apparently grown out of the hills themselves, with eyes
like the clouds. Her hands are also knobbed and chapped, though that may
just be the winter. “I don’t think I’ve seen you before,” she says. “Are you
new?” Her voice is a creaky door, but kind.
“Yes,” the woman says, “I am from—” but she stops. It has just
occurred to her: she does not know the name of her own country in this
language. It is a serious oversight and she wonders how she ever forgot to
ask. “I am Asimah,” she says instead. She points down the street. “I live
there.”
“Salbeistraße?” The old woman smiles. “I live just past the church.”
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Asimah nods; she has seen the church, a tiny chapel that must have
been here for centuries, nestled into the streets like a pearl in the palm of
the land. She thinks she will have to go inside someday and see the 		
paintings.
Into her silence, the old woman says, “My name is Eleonore. It’s
very nice to meet you.” She rubs her fingers over her knuckles. “May I help
you? Would you like anything?” She gestures to the display case, full of
artfully frosted pastries.
“Oh!” Asimah laughs at herself for forgetting what kind of shop this
is, and moves to take a closer look. “They are beautiful,” she tells Eleonore,
and it’s true. Miniature flowers cover the flaky dough so that some items
look like veritable bouquets. But the masterpiece is a cake covered in white:
tiny snowflakes, impossibly delicate, that glitter in the soft light. She sighs
before she can stop herself. “Did you make that?”
“Yes, indeed!” Eleonore watches as she leans closer.
“And all the flowers too?”
“Oh, no,” Eleonore says, “that’s my grandson, Basti. He doesn’t have
the hands for snowflakes, but he can do all the Blümchen.” She turns
towards the back and calls through the door, with surprising volume,
“Basti! The woman likes your flowers!” But there is no response. “Ach,” she
says, “they never listen.”
As if on cue, the little girl presses her face to the glass of the display
case, the better to see all the colorful designs. Mama, she says, can we plant
one?
They aren’t real, Asimah tells her, and gently pulls her away from
the glass, but it’s too late: there are ten fingerprints and one little nose-print
directly in front of the pastries. “I’m so sorry,” she says.
But Eleonore only smiles more widely, the skin around her eyes
crinkling in memory of decades’ worth of laughter. “Is she yours?”
Asimah nods. “Tell Eleonore your name,” she says to her 		
daughter. When the girl only shuffles her feet and looks fixedly downward,
she switches to their native tongue: She’s very nice, tell her what you’re
called.
After another glance at the cakes, the girl blinks up at Eleonore.
“Hala,” she says shyly. “I’m five years cold. I mean old.” She giggles when
Asimah laughs.
Eleonore comes around the counter and slowly crouches to be on
Hala’s level. “Do you like the snow?” she asks.
Hala thinks seriously about it for a moment, then shakes her head.
“Is it too cold for you?”
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“Too wet,” Hala says. “It gets in my shoes.”
Looking up at Asimah, Eleonore frowns. “You come from a place
without snow.” It isn’t a question. “You can put plastic bags in your shoes
to keep your feet dry.” She turns back to Hala. “I’ve lived here all my life. I
know all the tricks.” But there is something sad in her eyes as she says it.
“We have no bags,” Asimah says. Then she shrugs. “But we will find
some. We are going shopping today.”
“You can warm up in here for now,” Eleonore says, and asks Hala,
“Would you like a cookie?”
“Oh, no—” Asimah rushes, holding a hand out and downwards as
if to stop the words.
“It’s all right,” Eleonore assures her. “Would you?” she asks Hala
again. The little girl nods vigorously. “Well then,” she says, “you will have to
be strong and help me up.”
Hala looks thrilled to be so important, and holds Eleonore’s hand
while she gets back to her feet, leaning much more heavily on the 		
countertop. “A cookie,” Hala reminds her then, as if she fears it might have
been forgotten in the last fifteen seconds.
“Which one?” Eleonore holds up a cautioning finger. “Take your
time! It’s an important decision!”
“Please,” Asimah says quietly, leaning in, speaking almost in a
whisper, “it isn’t so important. She doesn’t need a cookie.”
“I don’t mind at all—”
Asimah shakes her head. “We do not have enough money for
cookies,” she explains. A faint flush colors her fawn-brown skin a deeper
shade. “I can’t pay for it.”
“Forgive me,” Eleonore says, just as softly, but with a stern backing
of steel behind the words: “If you tried to pay me for this I would take
personal offense.”
“But—why?”
“That one!” Hala points to an orange-and-blue confection complete
with icing butterflies. Then she glances at her mother. “Please,” she adds.
“An excellent choice,” Eleonore tells her. She removes the cookie
from the case and hands it to Hala without ceremony.
“What do you say?” Asimah says, holding her by the sleeve before
she can run away with it.
“Thank you!”
“You’re very welcome.” Eleonore beams at her as she bounces off.
She says to Asimah without looking at her, “She has a remarkable laugh.”
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“A what laugh?”
“Remarkable.” Eleonore pauses. “A laugh that is worth listening to.”
“Oh.” Asimah smiles and turns to watch her daughter as well. “She
does.” She shakes her head. “I am... amazed, the things she does. And says.
She has learned so much faster than I have. She would know what 		
‘remarkable’ means.”
Eleonore frowns. “In answer to your question,” she says slowly, “I
gave her the cookie because I know what it feels like to be cold and alone in
a strange place and not to know what will happen to you next.” She gives a
short sigh. “So what kind of cookie would you like?”
“None,” Asimah says at once, “thank you.” She bites her lip, as if
reluctant to speak.
Both women are leaning on the counter; now Eleonore pushes off
of it and starts flouring the surface. “My Basti, he asks me why I still run
this bakery when I could be living somewhere warmer by now—		
somewhere without all of the cows, going by in the mornings and making
enough racket with their bells to raise the dead. Ha!” She shakes her head.
“Why do you stay?” Asimah asks when several seconds go by
without an explanation.
Eleonore throws dough onto the floured counter and begins to
knead it. “I will tell you that if you will tell me where you’re from.”
“I don’t know the word for my country,” Asimah admits.
“Home is more than a word,” Eleonore says. “Tell me what makes it
home to you.”
Asimah wonders at the present tense; so much of her life now has
been working to forget, to move forward, but of course it is still a part of
her—she sighs. “The road to my house,” she says, “and the rug on the front
step. The flowers my husband would put on the table for when I came
home. I was a publisher, you know. It was a good job.” Then she shakes her
head. “Also—the days when I would bake with my sisters.” She smiles down
at the flour that has settled to coat her hands. “It smelled like this.”
Eleonore smiles too. “Tell me more about your sisters.”
“Oh, well, I have three. They are all older and they have their own
families. It was nice to spend time together in the kitchen, like a holiday.”
“Where do they live now?”
“I don’t know,” Asimah says, then looks almost as if she is surprised
by the words. “And now it is your turn,” she says quickly. “Why are you
staying here?”
Rather than answer right away, Eleonore turns and runs her hands
under the faucet, removing the flour and bits of dough from her fingers.
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After several seconds she shuts the water off and takes a towel, drying her
hands slowly, still facing away. At last she says, “When I stepped off of the
train in this place—seventy years ago, now—I did not know where my
family was either. We were separated when they took us to the camps.”
Asimah glances at her, startled, and then looks away again. “I’m
sorry—”
“I made my peace with that,” Eleonore replies, not harshly. “I even
found my brother again. He lives in Füssen now.” She replaces the towel
and turns around again. “But I didn’t know that when I first came into this
bakery, such a tiny little shop, to start my life over.” She goes into the back,
out of sight, but her voice still carries to where Asimah stands. “I thought
I had nothing. And then I smelled the bread, and made it, and sold it, and
then I had something.”
Alone at the counter, Asimah traces a pattern in the flour dust. She
opens her mouth as if to speak, but stays silent, her eyes on her daughter as
the little girl makes faces in the window-glass, still munching on her
cookie.
“What is your favorite color?” comes Eleonore’s voice, now slightly
muffled.
“Oh—” Asimah frowns. “Red?”
“Thank you.” There is a pause, and then—“I’ve built everything on
what I have here, even though it was nothing at all in the beginning. I have
lost my taste for starting over again.” Eleonore comes out of the door again
with something small in her hands, wrapped in brown paper. “And I don’t
need to,” she adds, smiling. “This is home, cow bells and all. It is no Rzepin,
but like I said, home doesn’t come from the name of a place.”
For a moment, neither of them say anything, and in the bakery
there is no sound but Hala’s shoes on the old wooden floor. “Do you miss
it?” Asimah asks at last, her voice hushed.
“Oh,” Eleonore says, “every day.” She nods slowly. “Especially the
bialys with garlic. I think you know how it is.” She gestures around at the
bakery. “You can’t escape the smell of home.”
“No,” Asimah agrees. “But—” She falters. “I would—I would like
not to miss it so much.” She sighs. “It makes me sad.”
Eleonore reaches over and covers Asimah’s hand with her own. “I
hope if you learn how, you will tell me,” she says. “For now, have a cookie.”
She proffers the paper-wrapped package.
Hesitant, Asimah takes it. Beneath the wrapping is a cookie in the
shape of a rose, with icing so red that it could almost be alive. “I can’t eat
it,” she says. “It’s too beautiful.”
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“You’re lucky that Basti isn’t here,” Eleonore chuckles. “Eat it when
you get home, or wherever you are going.”
“But then it would be gone,” Asimah says, though she smiles in
spite of herself.
“Dear,” Eleonore chuckles, “that is the whole point. Beautiful things
are made to be enjoyed.” She pats Asimah’s arm, then says, “And we can
always make you another.”
It looks as if she might protest, but Asimah only grins and looks
back at the cookie.
“You have one too!” Hala squeals, and comes tearing across the
tiny shop. “Let me see!” Asimah bends down to give her a better view, and
together they peer at the flower. “Is it good?”
Eleonore laughs. “Now you have no choice!”
Asimah rolls her eyes and takes a bite of the cookie. “It’s good,” she
says, sounding almost sad, and looks up at Eleonore. “But now I’ve ruined
it.”
“Haven’t you been listening?” Eleonore shakes her head as Asimah
gets to her feet. “Simply changing things doesn’t mean they’re no longer
good. And don’t you like it better now that you’ve tasted it?”
Without answering, Asimah looks down at the cookie, crumbling
slightly now and missing the cup of its petals. Her gaze is pensive. Then
she blinks up at Eleonore again with a smile at the edges of her mouth. “Do
you know the best way to the pharmacy?” she asks.
Eleonore nods and begins to explain the sequence of streets and
intersections. When she waves good-bye, the door swings shut and the
little bell jingles a farewell. Not quite so cold as before, the little pair make
their way along the street, and the thickly falling snow fills in their 		
footprints as they go.
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